Abstract. We consider overlapping Schwarz algorithms for solving linear and nonlinear systems of equations arising from the finite element discretization of elasticity problems on unstructured meshes in three dimensions. The parallel scalability of Schwarz methods is determined almost completely by how the coarse space is constructed. In this paper, we introduce a low cost, boundary geometry preserving coarse mesh that shares the same boundary geometry with the fine mesh but has a better scalability than the coarse mesh obtained by uniformly coarsening the fine mesh. A new coarsening algorithm and a partitioning strategy are developed. We numerically show that a multilevel Schwarz method with the new coarse spaces is highly scalable, in terms of the total compute time, for solving some three-dimensional linear and nonlinear elasticity equations discretized on unstructured meshes with several hundreds of millions of unknowns and on a supercomputer with over 10,000 processor cores. 1. Introduction. We consider highly parallel algorithms for solving linear and nonlinear elasticity problems discretized on unstructured meshes in three dimensions (3D). The class of multilevel Schwarz methods is theoretically scalable in the sense that the number of iterations does not grow much when the mesh is refined for better accuracy or when the number of processor cores is increased [32, 37, 39] . However, in practice, the theoretically optimal scalability does not always translate into linear scalability in terms of the total compute time, especially when the number of processor cores is large and when unstructured meshes are used for the complex computational domain, because the coarse level solvers are often not scalable in terms of the compute time and the fine level solver may require too much communication among subdomains. To construct a scalable solver, sophisticated coarse spaces have to be employed. In [9, 10, 35, 36] , some ideas from iterative substructuring methods are borrowed to construct a coarse space for a Schwarz method using a few degrees of freedom per subdomain so that the resulting coarse problem is small. In [12, 13, 25, 26] , coarse spaces are implemented by using a special projection operator for the finite element tearing and interconnect (FETI) method and by subassembling a block diagonal matrix with a sufficiently large number of variables (but the resulting coarse
1. Introduction. We consider highly parallel algorithms for solving linear and nonlinear elasticity problems discretized on unstructured meshes in three dimensions (3D). The class of multilevel Schwarz methods is theoretically scalable in the sense that the number of iterations does not grow much when the mesh is refined for better accuracy or when the number of processor cores is increased [32, 37, 39] . However, in practice, the theoretically optimal scalability does not always translate into linear scalability in terms of the total compute time, especially when the number of processor cores is large and when unstructured meshes are used for the complex computational domain, because the coarse level solvers are often not scalable in terms of the compute time and the fine level solver may require too much communication among subdomains. To construct a scalable solver, sophisticated coarse spaces have to be employed. In [9, 10, 35, 36] , some ideas from iterative substructuring methods are borrowed to construct a coarse space for a Schwarz method using a few degrees of freedom per subdomain so that the resulting coarse problem is small. In [12, 13, 25, 26] , coarse spaces are implemented by using a special projection operator for the finite element tearing and interconnect (FETI) method and by subassembling a block diagonal matrix with a sufficiently large number of variables (but the resulting coarse space is still smaller than the fine mesh space) for the dual-primal FETI (FETI-DP) method. In this paper, we introduce a new coarse space that preserves the geometric features of the computational domain, but includes very few mesh points in the interior of the domain, and we show numerically that this cheap coarse solver, when used in the Schwarz framework, provides the desired parallel scalability when the number of processor cores is very large.
We briefly mention some recent developments of domain decomposition methods for elasticity problems. In [23, 24] , the overlapping Schwarz method is studied for the mixed formulation of a linear elasticity problem, and the preconditioner involves computing the solution of a local saddle point problem on each subdomain and computing the solution of a coarse saddle point problem on the whole domain. More recently, in [9, 10] , the overlapping Schwarz method is improved for compressible linear elasticity in a standard formulation and for almost incompressible linear elasticity in a mixed formulation, and the coarse component of the preconditioner is constructed using only a few degrees of freedom per subdomain. The bounds of the condition number of the preconditioned operator are established in theory and the algorithm is numerically shown to be robust with respect to Poisson's ratio, and the number of subdomains. In [40] , the overlapping Schwarz method is combined with the isogeometric analysis for the solution of linear elasticity problems with both compressible and almost incompressible materials. In [16] , Schwarz methods are used to solve the cardiac electromechanical coupling problem, where the structure part is governed by a nonlinear elasticity equation and the resulting nonlinear solver is scalable in terms of the numbers of Newton and GMRES iterations, but not in terms of the total compute time. There have also been many nonoverlapping domain decomposition methods developed for elasticity problems. For example, in [25] , the exact or inexact FETI-1 and FETI-DP methods are applied to solve a two-dimensional (2D) linear elasticity problem on the unit square on a supercomputer with 65,000 processor cores, and also to solve a three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear elasticity problem on a complex domain partitioned into several hundred subdomains.
In this paper, we focus on the construction of a new coarse space that preserves the geometric features of the computational domain, but offers little accuracy in the interior of the domain. In this approach, a coarse mesh is constructed from the given fine mesh by removing certain vertices in the interior while keeping the mesh points on the curved part of the boundary. More precisely, all vertices on the curved boundaries are chosen as a selected set, then with the maximum independent set method [1] we gather some vertices on the flat boundaries and some vertices in the interior into the selected set, and finally a coarse mesh is generated using an edge-contraction algorithm [30] to remove unselected vertices from the fine mesh. The coarse mesh produced by this method has nearly the same boundary geometry as the fine mesh, but if the equation were solved on the coarse mesh, the solution would have no accuracy at all. Fortunately, the coarse solver is a part of the preconditioner so that the overall accuracy of the solution is not affected as long as the fine mesh is appropriately chosen. As it turns out, the tradeoff in the accuracy of the coarse space provides the high scalability in terms of the total compute time and the number of iterations. To show the parallel scalability of the new Schwarz method and the robustness of the algorithm with respect to some material parameters, four experiments are presented. The first example is a standard linear elasticity problem in a cube. The second example is a three-dimensional (3D) lever which is part of a CT machine described by a linear elasticity equation. The third example is the wall of a straight tube governed by a nonlinear elasticity equation. The robustness of the algorithm with respect to Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus are tested. The number of iterations increases when Poisson's ratio approaches 0.5 if the coarse mesh is fixed. The last example is the wall of a bifurcating artery with two branches also governed by a nonlinear elasticity equation. Nearly linear strong scalability is observed on a supercomputer with over 10,000 processor cores.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, linear and nonlinear elasticity equations and a Newton-Krylov-Schwarz method are presented. A boundary geometry preserving coarsening algorithm and a partitioning strategy based on ParMETIS are described in section 3. In section 4, some numerical experiments are presented to show the parallel performance of the proposed approach. Lastly, some concluding remarks are given in section 5.
Elasticity equation and basic algorithmic framework.
We consider the following elasticity equation [20] for calculating the displacement u of a body Ω ⊂ R 3 which is fixed along a portion of its boundary, Γ d , and is subject to a surface force g along the rest of the boundary, Γ n = ∂Ω\Γ d :
Here f is a given body force, σ is a stress tensor, and n is the outward unit normal to Γ n . For linear elasticity problems, the stress σ is defined as the Cauchy stress tensor σ c formulated as follows:
where ε is the infinitesimal strain tensor, "trace" denotes the trace of a tensor, I is a 3 × 3 identity matrix, and μ and λ are Lamé coefficients expressed as functions of Young's modulus, E, and Poisson's ratio, ν, defined as
and λ = Eν (1 + ν) (1 − 2ν) .
We also consider a nonlinear version of the elasticity problem (2.1), namely the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff material defined by the following constitutive law:
Here F is the deformation gradient tensor, E is the Green-Lagrangian strain tensor, S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, and σ s is the nonsymmetric first PiolaKirchhoff stress tensor.
The variational formulation of (2.1) reads as follows:
where
Here
and H 1 (Ω) is the usual Sobolev space. Equation (2.4) is discretized with a finite element method [21] . We triangulate Ω by
where P 1 (K) is the space of piecewise linear continuous functions. Hence, the corresponding discretized version of (2.4) can be written as follows:
which is a linear system of equations when σ = σ c ,
and is a nonlinear system of equations when σ = σ s ,
A Newton-Krylov-Schwarz algorithm is used to solve (2.7). More precisely, the nonlinear system (2.7) is solved via the inexact Newton method [11] , and at Newton step k, the new solution x (k+1) is obtained from the current solution x (k) by
where α (k) is the step length calculated by a cubic line search method [8] , and Δx
is the Newton correction obtained by approximately solving the Jacobian system,
with an overlapping Schwarz preconditioned Krylov subspace method [33, 34] . Here J (x (k) ) is the Jacobian matrix computed analytically. Note that a nonsymmetric linear solver (GMRES or fGMRES) is used since the Jacobian matrix of the nonlinear problem (2.7) is nonsymmetric. In practice, the nonsymmetric linear solver is also used for the symmetric linear system (2.6) since we use a nonsysmetric preconditioner to save communication. A flexible version of GMRES (fGMRES) is sometimes needed since the preconditioner may change during the iterations.
The most important component of a robust and scalable method, for solving the linear problem with the Krylov-Schwarz method and the nonlinear problem with the Newton-Krylov-Schwarz method, is the preconditioner, which is the main focus of this paper. Through numerical experiments, we find that the one-level Schwarz preconditioner scales well when the number of processor cores is small, and the twolevel version scales well when the number of processor cores is on the order of a few thousands for the case of complex computational domains. To go beyond 10,000 processor cores, we need at least a three-level preconditioner. Here we outline a multilevel Schwarz preconditioner and a multilevel smoothed Schwarz preconditioner using L levels of meshes [37, 39] . The meshes from coarse to fine are denoted by Ω hi , and the corresponding matrices and vectors are denoted by A hi and x hi , r hi , e hi , i = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1. We partition each Ω hi into np (np is the number of processor cores) subdomains Ω hi,j , then extend each to overlap with its neighbors by a user-specified amount δ, and then denote the overlapping subdomain as Ω 
),
).
Denoting C
h0 and supposing that C
−1 i
is already defined, we can define a multilevel Schwarz preconditioner C −1 i+1 recursively; i.e., the matrix-vector product e hi+1 = C −1 i+1 r hi+1 is obtained by the following steps:
For more details, please see [37] . Sometimes, the one-level preconditioner B 
The number of iterations N i for the ith-level mesh can be controlled by using a tolerance or by setting a maximum number of iterations, and the Richardson iteration of (2.12) can also be replaced by other iterative methods, such as GMRES.
Remark 2.1. It is not necessary to partition all the coarse meshes into the same number of subdomains if they are small enough. However, for convenience, all the coarse problems are solved using exactly the same number of processor cores as in the fine problem in this work. In [7] , a smaller number of processor cores is used to solve the coarse problem.
Remark 2.2. V-cycle is used in (2.11), but W-cycle, Kaskade, and other cycles can also be used to define other versions of multilevel Schwarz algorithms. Remark 2.3. The abstract Schwarz framework (2.11) is standard. However, to achieve high performance when the number of processor cores is large, one has to find a way to define these coarse meshes since the scalability is determined almost completely by how the coarse problems are defined and solved. The rest of this paper is devoted to the construction of some nonstandard coarse meshes and the corresponding solvers. The goal is to reduce the computing and communication time spent on these coarse solvers.
3. Boundary geometry preserving coarse mesh. In this section, we introduce a mesh coarsening algorithm that produces a boundary geometry preserving coarse mesh when the computational domain is complex and a mesh partitioning strategy that performs well even when the number of processor cores is large. Multilevel Schwarz methods built with coarse meshes obtained by uniformly coarsening the fine mesh may keep the number of iterations small if the coarse meshes are fine enough, but to keep the total compute time down is tricky since the coarse solvers take a larger percentage of the total time as the number of processor cores increases. Uniformly coarser coarse meshes are also not acceptable since the number of iterations would go up. After many numerical experiments, we find the trade-off solution is to use coarse meshes that are very coarse in the interior of the domain, but are almost identical to the fine mesh near the domain boundary. In the case of a simple geometry (such as a cube), coarse meshes can be obtained by uniformly coarsening the fine mesh, but for a complex geometry (Figure 4 ), uniform coarsening changes the geometry of the domain and this sometimes results in a large increase of the number of iterations. Below, we describe a new coarsening algorithm which preserves the boundary geometry of the fine mesh. The algorithm first selects a subset S of vertices on the fine mesh to preserve the boundary geometry, and then incrementally removes the unselected (unwanted) vertices D = M\ S ( M is the set of all the vertices on the fine mesh) from the fine mesh to produce a coarse mesh. The algorithm consists of two subprocedures: selecting a subset of vertices and removing the unwanted vertices.
Selection of vertices from fine mesh.
The shape of the computational domain is determined by its boundary, which can be classified into two types: curved surface and flat surface. All vertices on the curved surface of the fine mesh have to be kept so that the geometric features can be preserved on the coarse mesh. On the other hand, it is not necessary to keep all the vertices on the flat surface to preserve the geometry. This does not mean that on the flat boundary any selection of the vertices from the fine mesh is acceptable. At least all the vertices at the corners of the flat surface have to be kept. Moreover, the quality, the size, and the geometry of the resulting coarse mesh have to be considered when selecting the vertices on the flat boundary. Some ideas that motivated our algorithm are available in [30] , which tries to keep the geometric features of the computational domain as much as possible by constructing a hierarchy of features (from sharp corners on the boundary to plain interior vertices). We simply want to preserve the complete geometry from the fine mesh on the coarse mesh. Some sample geometry preserving coarse meshes are shown in Figures 1 and 2 for curved and flat boundaries, respectively.
We utilize the maximum independent set (MIS) algorithm [1, 6, 19, 27, 30, 41 ] whose basic idea is to save as many vertices as possible without keeping two that are too close together. As shown in [28] , the MIS of the vertex connectivity graph may degrade the mesh quality rapidly even for some highly uniform meshes. To avoid the problem, we consider the MIS of a conflict graph, which takes the topologic features and the geometric features into account. The conflict graph is originally Fig. 1 . The left figure is the fine mesh, the middle figure is a geometry preserving coarse mesh, and the right figure is a coarse mesh that doesn't preserve the geometry.
Fig. 2. The left figure is the fine mesh, the middle figure is a coarse mesh that retains all flat boundary vertices, and the right figure is a coarse mesh that keeps only some flat boundary vertices.
introduced in [28] , and we follow a similar but simpler idea that is used in [30] . To describe the conflict graph, a median-dual volume for each vertex is constructed by connecting through all the edge midpoints of its adjacent elements, then the radius of the median-dual volume is defined as the radius of an equivalent sphere which has the same volume, and then a length scale at the vertex, which measures how far the vertex is from its neighboring vertices, is defined as the radius of the median-dual volume. More specifically, the size of the median-dual volume for a given vertex is calculated by taking the sum of the contributions from all of its adjacent elements, that is,
where V vi is the size of the median-dual volume of the vertex
where nv is the total number of vertices in a given mesh), K vi is the set of all elements that v i is adjacent to, K is an element in K vi , V K is the volume of K, and s K is the number of vertices of K. To calculate the length scale for the vertices on the boundaries in a unified approach as for the interior vertices, a total angle (solid angle in three dimensions (3D)) θ vi at v i is computed as compensation as follows:
where d is the dimension of the computational domain, which is 3 for this paper. The distance between two vertices 
. (d) If there is no neighboring vertex that is connected to v i in the conflicting
sense, go to 2; otherwise, go to (b).
Output a conflict graph C = ( M, G).
Based on this conflict graph C, we pick a subset of vertices, S, from the fine mesh to be saved for the construction of the coarse mesh. MIS is used in two places: vertices on the flat boundary and vertices in the interior. To apply the same code to both cases, a flag for each vertex is used to represent whether it is active or not, and then only active vertices are marked for inclusion/exclusion to/from the coarse mesh. For example, to select interior vertices on the fine mesh, all the vertices on the boundaries are set to be inactive. The procedure is summarized as follows. 1. Put all corner vertices and all vertices on the curved surfaces into the selected vertex set S.
Compute the MIS of the conflict graph based on the vertices on the flat boundaries, then put them into S. 3. Compute the MIS of the conflict graph based on the interior vertices, then put them into S. 4. Output the selected vertex set S.
Note that Algorithm 3.2 is different from that in [30] . To preserve the complete boundary geometry of the fine mesh, all the vertices on the curved boundaries and all vertices at the corners are kept. In [30] , among the vertices on the curved boundaries, only some of them are saved for the construction of the coarse mesh.
Deletion of unwanted vertices from fine mesh.
Generally speaking, there are two approaches to generate a coarse mesh from S. The first approach is to take S and generate a new mesh which approximates the domain spanned by the fine mesh and only includes the vertices in S [1, 6] . Some existing standard meshing technologies (for example, Delaunay triangulation [14] ) can be used to triangulate S. The second approach is called incremental vertex deletion: begin with an existing valid fine mesh, then remove one unwanted vertex in D to produce another valid mesh, and then repeat this procedure until all or most of the vertices in D are removed [29, 30] . We apply the second approach in this paper since it is more robust than the first one in the sense that it always produces a valid coarse mesh even through it may not remove all the vertices in D from the fine mesh.
More precisely, the method takes a few sweeps of vertex deleting and mesh smoothing. In each sweep, we apply an edge-contraction algorithm proposed in [4, 30] to remove some vertices in D and obtain a valid mesh, and then apply a mesh-smoothing algorithm introduced in [17, 18] to adjust the locations of the vertices of the current valid mesh. After the mesh-smoothing step, some vertices in D that cannot be removed in the current sweep may become removable, and then we apply another sweep of vertex deleting and mesh smoothing.
In the incremental vertex deletion algorithm, an edge-contraction approach is used to delete the unwanted vertices. In this approach, an unwanted vertex is removed by shrinking one of its incident edges to zero length, as illustrated in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 , the left figure shows a vertex v a that we want to remove from the mesh, and its neighbors (vertices v b , v c , v d , and v e ). v a is deleted from the mesh by sliding it along the edge e ab to v b . All the edges (e ac , e ab , e ad , and e ae ) connected to v a , and all the elements (K abd , K ade , K aec , and K acb ) that v a is incident on, are deleted from the mesh. A new edge e eb is formed to construct two new elements (K bec and K bde ). The resulting coarse mesh is shown in the right figure of Figure 3 . Not all edge-contractions are valid, and sometimes we cannot remove a vertex because this removal will form some invalid or poor elements. For example, in Figure 3 , if we try to delete v c from the mesh by contracting it to v b , an invalid element K bae with negative area will be formed. Hence, an edge selection for contraction should be based on some criteria. The following criteria are used in this paper:
1. A vertex on the flat boundary cannot be deleted by contracting it onto an interior vertex since this procedure changes the geometry of the domain. We delete it by shrinking it to a vertex also on the flat boundary. 2. The resulting mesh should not have any inverted elements. 3. If this vertex has m adjacent vertices, then there are m edges along which we can slide this vertex. We choose the edge that results in a submesh with the highest quality among the submeshes formed by the m vertices, as shown in Figure 3 . If we cannot find an edge-contraction which satisfies condition 2 for a given unwanted vertex, this vertex cannot be removed right now, but it may be deleted after the mesh is improved using a mesh-smoothing algorithm in the next sweep.
Generally speaking, there are two approaches to improving a mesh. The first approach is to swap mesh faces and edges to improve the connectivity of vertices, and the second approach is to smooth vertex locations to improve the shapes of elements. The second approach is often referred to as mesh smoothing, which is what we use in this paper, and is a combination of a Laplacian smoothing [15] and an optimizationbased smoothing [17, 18] . The Laplacian smoothing adjusts the location of a vertex v to the arithmetic mean of its neighboring vertices {v i }, that is,
where s v is the size of {v i }, ξ i is the coordinate of v i , and ξ * is the adjusted location of v. This method is computationally inexpensive, but it does not guarantee that the mesh is improved and may produce an invalid mesh containing inverted elements. To fix the problem, we apply an optimization-based smoothing algorithm to improve the mesh through optimizing a quality measuring function of the location of v. There are several measures for unstructured meshes, including dihedral angles, solid angles, and aspect ratios. The optimization-based smoothing algorithm tries to maximize the minimum value of the mesh quality measure (the sine value of the dihedral angles is used as a measure in this paper) by adjusting the location of v. Equation (3.1) is solved by the method of steepest descent [38] , and then an optimal solution ξ * of this problem is used as the adjusted location of v. Solving (3.1) is expensive, although its optimal solution often results in a better mesh. It is ideal to design an algorithm that is as effective as the optimization-based smoothing method but only at the cost of the Laplacian smoothing. In order to achieve this goal, these two mesh-smoothing methods are combined, that is, for v the Laplacian smoothing is used as an initial step, and if the quality of the resulting submesh K v is improved to a user-defined threshold, the step is accepted; otherwise the optimization-based smoothing method is further performed to improve K v . This idea is used in [17, 18] to generate a high quality fine mesh. Note that, traditionally, high quality mesh implies a high quality solution, but in our case, the quality of the coarse solution is not of interest. Below is our version of the vertex deletion approach that produces a coarse mesh used for constructing the preconditioner. 1 Note that Algorithm 3.3 is a little different from that in [30] . Through some numerical experiments, we find it is enough to use the mesh-smoothing algorithm only for improving the mesh. In [30] , both the edge-and face-swapping approach and the mesh-smoothing approach are used.
. For i = 1 to n (n is the maximum number of sweeps). (a) Let c r be the number of vertices in
Remark 3.4. In our experiments, the incremental vertex deletion method removes almost all unwanted vertices for two dimensional and often leaves a few unwanted vertices in the coarse mesh for three dimensional, but the number of unremovable unwanted vertices is often small. Remark 3.5. Concerning the maximum number of sweeps, in our experiments, we set n to be 1000, but in practice, the number of sweeps is often smaller than 100. Remark 3.6. In each sweep, the unwanted vertex set D i is changed since some removable vertices in D i are deleted from the current mesh to generate another coarse mesh. We use different subscripts to distinguish these changes.
A mesh partitioning strategy.
We partition the fine mesh using ParMETIS [22] , which is great when the number of processor cores is small, but our experience shows that when the number of processor cores is large, the partition is far from ideal or sometimes doesn't work at all. To fix the problem, we introduce a simple but effective way to use ParMETIS, that is, we first partition the mesh into N 1 (N 1 is the number of compute nodes) subdomains, and then use METIS to further partition each of the subdomains to N 2 (N 2 is the number of cores for each compute node) smaller subdomains. The resulting partition is significantly better than obtaining a large number of subdomains all at once from a single use of ParMETIS. Of coarse, the first step can also be done using METIS instead of ParMETIS, but at this time we need to distribute the data according to the partition among N 1 compute nodes so that each part of the mesh can be further decomposed into N 2 smaller subdomains with METIS in parallel.
This strategy is used to partition the fine mesh only. For the coarse meshes, they are partitioned according to the partition of the fine mesh in the sense that if a fine mesh element and a coarse mesh element are close to each other in terms of their physical locations, then they are allocated to the same processor as much as possible. This can significantly reduce the communication cost for the interpolation/restriction operations between the fine mesh and the coarse meshes.
Numerical experiments.
In this section, we report several numerical experiments to illustrate the parallel performance of the proposed algorithms and the robustness of the algorithms with respect to material parameters. The boundary geometry preserving algorithm is implemented on the top of GRUMMP [31] , and the overlapping Schwarz method is built based on PETSc [2] . All numerical experiments were carried out on a supercomputer in the University of Colorado Boulder. Throughout this section, we use the following stopping parameters and notation, unless specified otherwise. The relative stopping condition for fGMRES is set to be 10 −4 ; the restart value of GMRES and fGMRES is fixed as 30. 10 −6 is used as the relative stopping condition for Newton. "NI" denotes the number of Newton iterations. "Iter" represents the number of fGMRES iterations in the linear case and the average number of fGMRES iterations per Newton step in the nonlinear cases. "Time" is the total compute time in seconds. "Subsolve" is the subdomain solver on the fine level. "Mem" is the memory usage per processor core in megabytes. "Cond" is the condition number of the preconditioned operator.
Numerical results for linear elasticity problems.
Two examples are considered to demonstrate the performance of the algorithms for solving linear elasticity problems.
Linear elasticity in a cube.
We consider a cube Ω = (−1, 1) 3 , where all six faces are fixed. A body force f is applied such that the analytic solution u e = (0.04 sin πx sin πy sin πz) (1, 1, 1) T . Poisson's ratio ν and Young's modulus E are, unless specified otherwise, 0.48 and 21.5, respectively, in this test case. By default, the solvers on the coarse level and on the fine level are 1 iteration of GMRES and 10 iterations of GMRES, and subdomain solvers and overlap size are ILU(1) and 1 on both levels in this test case. The same setting is used for all processor counts.
To understand the parallel performance of the algorithms, we start by comparing the total compute time, the memory usage per core, and the number of iterations obtained using 1 to 128 processor cores. In the two-level method, the fine mesh has 4,251,152 elements, 755,381 vertices, and 1,967,700 unknowns, and the coarse mesh has 930,934 elements, 212,529 vertices, and 339,144 unknowns. On the fine level, ILU(2) is used as a subdomain solver. The results are summarized in Table 1 . The total compute time is reduced almost linearly when we increase the number of processor cores from 1 to 128. The number of iterations stays near a constant. We also note that the memory usage per core is halved when we double the number of processor cores, which implies that the storage requirement of overlapping subdomains is minimal in the implementation of the algorithms. We therefore conclude that the proposed algorithms are scalable not only in terms of the total compute time and the number of iterations but also in terms of the memory usage.
We next test the algorithms for different values of Poisson's ratio. The fine mesh has 1,786,524 elements, 306,341 vertices, and 868,455 unknowns, and the coarse mesh has 391,807 elements, 68,515 vertices, and 189,864 unknowns. On the fine level, one iteration of GMRES is adopted when ν = 0.29, 0.4, and 0.49, and eight iterations of GMRES are used for ν = 0.499 and 0.4999. The results are summarized in Table 2. It is clear that as ν increases, the number of iterations grows, especially for ν = 0.49, 0.499, and 0.4999. When ν increases from 0.29 to 0.4, the condition number grows a little, but it grows faster when ν is close to 0.5. Our calculations are similar to those of [9] for the case of the simple geometry in 3D.
Three-dimensional lever.
We consider a 3D lever, which is part of a dental CT machine, as shown in Figure 4 , where a bearing load 5000 (N/mm
2 ) is applied to the leftmost cylinder, and the second and the last cylinders are all fixed. Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio ν are 2.15 × 10 11 P a and 0.29, respectively, unless otherwise specified. Figure 5 shows a sample fine mesh (right figure) and a geometry preserving coarse mesh (left figure). Note that the surface meshes that represent the geometry of the two figures in Figure 5 are identical. Equations (2.1) and (2.2) are used in the simulation.
Impact of the Schwarz parameters.
There are several important parameters in the Schwarz preconditioner that determine the performance of the algorithm. We first look at the overlapping size δ. Consider a fine mesh with 64,605,696 elements and 11,020,320 vertices and a coarse mesh with 228,466 elements and 55,232 vertices. The resulting linear system of equations has 32,947,104 unknowns. The numerical results are summarized in Table 3 . δ = 0 is clearly bad in terms of the number of iterations and the total compute time, but the difference between δ = 1, and 2, is small. In the remaining tests, we always use δ = 1. The performance of the two-level method depends on two one-level solvers (on coarse and fine meshes); both are solved using a Schwarz preconditioned iterative method. We refer to these iterative methods as smoothers, and test two of them here, namely Richardson and GMRES. The numerical results are summarized in Table  4 . We first fix the fine level solver to be one iteration of Richardson, and test two different smoothers on the coarse level. The total number of outer iterations and the total compute times are shown in the left part of Table 4 . The best result corresponds to the use of a dozen or so GMRES iterations as the coarse level smoother. In the next set of tests, we fix the coarse smoother to be ten iterations of GMERS and test two different smoothers for the fine mesh problem. As shown in the right part of Table 4 , the best result is obtained with a small number of Richardson iterations. The conclusion is that a heavy duty solver like GMRES is necessary for the coarse problems, but a small number of iterations of a cheaper solver like Richardson is sufficient for the fine mesh problem.
Impact of different coarse meshes. To understand the impact of different coarse meshes on the convergence of the algorithm, we consider a two-level preconditioner defined on a fine mesh with 12,559,978 elements and 2,141,869 vertices. The mesh is coarsened to produce a coarse mesh, which is coarsened again to get a second coarse mesh. The first coarse mesh has 584,778 elements and 148,493 vertices, and the second coarse mesh has 280,714 elements and 100,057 vertices. Note that when the second coarse mesh is produced by coarsening the first coarse mesh, the number of elements is reduced by half, but the number of vertices is reduced by only one third. This is because the boundary geometry preserving algorithm always keeps the vertices on the curved boundary in order to preserve the geometry information. These two coarse meshes are used together with the fine mesh to build two two-level Schwarz algorithms. The smoother for the coarse level is 100 iterations of GMRES, and the fine mesh solver is ten iterations of Richardson. The other parameters are as follows: overlap is 1, subdomain solver is ILU(1). The results are summarized in Table 5 .
The ratio of the number of vertices on the first coarse mesh to that of the fine mesh is 7%, and the corresponding ratio for the second coarse mesh is 5%. The second coarse mesh is a little coarser than the first one, but its quality is much worse since it is produced by coarsening the first coarse mesh while preserving the vertices on the curved boundary. Interestingly, the bad quality of the second coarse mesh does not lead to a large increase of the total compute time and the number of iterations. In Table 5 , the number of iterations remains as a constant even when using the second coarse mesh. The compute time when using the second coarse mesh is a little smaller than that with the first coarse mesh. In both cases, the coarse smoother is scalable in terms of the compute time because the time spent on the coarse level is reduced and the ratio of the coarse solving time to the total time is close to a constant when increasing the number of processor cores. We have a roughly linear speedup and a good parallel efficiency for both cases, especially when the number of processor cores is small. This implies that the boundary geometry preserving coarse space does a good job on preconditioning the fine mesh problem since the second coarse mesh with worse quality is able to keep the whole algorithm scalable in terms of the total compute time and the number of iterations.
Parallel scalability. Next we study the scalability of the algorithms using a large number of processor cores. Through many numerical experiments, we find that it is very difficult to make the two-level preconditioner scalable, and that a threelevel Schwarz method is needed in order to make the algorithm scale with over 10,000 processor cores. In this test, we apply a three-level Schwarz preconditioned fGMRES to solve a problem with 260,998,902 unknowns, where the fine mesh has 516,845,568 elements and 87,150,162 vertices, the second coarse mesh has 8,075,712 elements and 1,409,325 vertices, and the coarsest mesh has 1,827,728 elements and 370,421 vertices. The overlap on all three levels is 1, and subdomain solvers ILU(0), ILU(1), and ILU(2) (1) is used for all the subdomain problems on both the second and the coarsest levels. The solver for the coarsest level is the one-level Schwarz preconditioned GMRES with 100 iterations; the smoothers on the fine and the second coarse levels are ten iterations of Richardson and ten iterations of GMRES, respectively. The strong scalability results with up to 10,240 processor cores are provided in Table 6 , and the corresponding plots are shown in Figure 6 .
In Table 6 , it can be seen clearly that the proposed approach is scalable in terms of the number of iterations (it is nearly a constant for different np) and the total compute time. The number of iterations is reduced enough such that the total compute time is reduced when ILU(0) is replaced by a more expensive version ILU(1). But when ILU (2) is used, the number of iterations cannot be reduced much so that we do not have any gains in terms of the total compute time. In this test, ILU(1) is the best subdomain solver in terms of the total compute time.
4.2.
Numerical results for nonlinear elasticity problems. The nonlinear algebraic system (2.7) arising from discretization of the nonlinear elasticity equation with the constitutive law (2.3) is solved by the Newton-Krylov-Schwarz method. We present some numerical experiments for two test cases, a straight tube and a twobranch bifurcating artery. 4.2.1. Straight tube. We consider a straight tube shown in Figure 7 with length 5cm, inner radius 0.5cm, and outer radius 0.6cm. The ends of the tube are fixed. Young's modulus E = 3 × 10 6 g/(cm s 2 ) and Poisson's ratio ν = 0.3 are used in the following test, unless otherwise specified. A sample coarse mesh is shown in Figure 8 . We apply a radial surface force g (4.1) to the inside boundary of the straight tube.
where C = 10 6 dyn/cm 2 .
Robustness of the algorithm. Elasticity problems, when ν increases toward to 0.5 or E decreases, become more ill-conditioned and are difficult to solve without a good preconditioning technique. Here we exam the robustness of the algorithm with respect to these material parameters. Equation (2.7) is solved by an inexact Newton method, where the Jacobian system is solved by a two-level Schwarz preconditioned fGMRES. A fine mesh with 3,667,376 vertices, 20,676,608 elements, and 10,966,224 unknowns is used, and the coarse mesh has 160,070 vertices, 606,684 elements, and 470,706 unknowns. The overlap and subdomain solvers on all levels are 1 and ILU(1). Numerical results can be found in Tables 7 and 8 . In Table 7 , when ν increases from 0.3 to 0.42, the number of fGMRES iterations increases, but the number of Newton iterations stays near a constant. In Table 8 , when increasing E from 3 × 10 6 to 10 7 , fewer number of Newton iterations are needed since larger E results in a smaller deformation with a given external force. At the same time, the number of fGMRES remains near a constant. The algorithm is quite scalable for all cases in terms of the compute time and the numbers of iterations (including the number of Newton iterations and the number of fGMRES iterations), when the material parameters are fixed.
Scalability for nonlinear problems. We solve (2.7) using the Newton-KrylovSchwarz method with a three-level preconditioner. The subdomain solver used here is an incomplete LU factorization, and the strong scalability with different numbers of fill-in levels of ILU are tested using 4, 096, 6, 144, 8, 192 , and 10,240 processor cores. The overlap is 1. The fine mesh has 1,323,302,912 elements, 224,086,720 vertices, and 671,711,040 unknowns, the second coarse mesh has 2,584,576 elements, 486,168 vertices, and 1,449,000 unknowns, and the coarsest mesh has 606,684 elements, 160,070 vertices, and 470,706 unknowns. The numerical results are shown in Table 9 , and the corresponding plots of the speedup and the parallel efficiency are shown in Figure 9 . In Table 9 , we can see that the inexact Newton method is scalable in terms of the number of iterations. The number of fGMRES iterations stays as a constant as we increase the number of processor cores. In this case, the increase of fill-in levels of ILU does not help improve the algorithm much. ILU(0) is the best subdomain solver in terms of the total compute time. The test shows clearly that the three-level Schwarz preconditioner is effective.
Two-branch bifurcating artery.
We perform simulations for the wall of a two-branch bifurcating artery that is part of the pulmonary artery of a patient, shown in Figure 10 . Young's modulus is 1.5 × 10 6 g/(cm s 2 ), and Poisson's ratio is 0.3, unless otherwise specified. A boundary geometry preserving coarse mesh is shown in Figure 11 . The ends of the artery are fixed, and a radial surface g (4.2) is applied to the inside boundary of the artery. where C = 10 4 dyn/cm 2 , and n is the outward unit normal to the inside boundary.
Robustness of the algorithm. Similar to the previous case, we also explore the robustness of the algorithm with respect to different ν and E. The configuration of the algorithm is exactly the same as in the previous case. The coarse mesh has 214,236 vertices, 724,298 elements, and 632,604 unknowns, and the fine mesh has 3,894,143 vertices, 21,282,816 elements, and 11,644,989 unknowns. Numerical results are summarized in Tables 10 and 11. From Table 10 , the number of Newton iterations stays as a constant, and the number of fGMRES iterations is doubled each time when ν is increased from 0.3 to 0.4 and 0.42. In Table 11 , when E increases from 8.5 × 10 5 to 1.5 × 10 7 , the number of Newton iterations is halved, and the numbers of fGMRES iterations is also reduced by almost a half. The algorithm for all cases is scalable in terms of the number of iterations and the total compute time when ν and E are fixed.
Scalability for nonlinear problems. We solve (2.7) using the inexact Newton method with the same preconditioner as in the scalability test of the straight tube case. The fine mesh has 232,579,583 vertices, 1,362,100,224 elements, and 697,175,421 unknowns, the second coarse mesh has 529,919 vertices, 2,660,352 elements, and 1,579,653 unknowns, and the coarsest mesh has 214,236 vertices, 724,298 elements, and 632,604 unknowns. The two coarse meshes are much coarser than the fine mesh in order to save the time spent on the coarse levels. Numerical results when using 4,096, 6, 144, 8, 192 , and 10,240 processor cores are listed in Table 12 , and the corresponding plots are shown in Figure 12 . From Table 12 , the inexact Newton method is scalable in terms of the number of Newton iterations since the iteration count is a constant, when we increase the number of processor cores. The linear solver fGMRES is also scalable in terms of the number of fGMRES iterations. ILU(0) is the best subdomain solver in terms of the total compute time in this test. In all, the algorithm is scalable in terms of the number of iterations and the total compute time for all cases, and the plots in Figure 12 show excellent results in terms of the speedup and the parallel efficiency.
Conclusions.
A highly scalable multilevel Schwarz method with boundary geometry preserving coarse spaces was introduced and studied for solving 3D linear and nonlinear elasticity problems on unstructured meshes arising from the triangulations of complex domains. Coarse meshes were carefully constructed by retaining all the vertices on the curved boundaries so that they preserve the complete boundary geometry of the fine mesh. Numerically, we observed that this geometry preserving property is very important for the strong scalability of the algorithm when a large number of processor cores is used. A new partitioning strategy based on ParMETIS was also developed to partition the fine mesh into a large number of subdomains, while the coarse meshes are partitioned according to the partition of the fine mesh. Numerical experiments showed that the algorithm developed in the work is highly scalable for linear and nonlinear systems with more than several hundreds of millions of unknowns, and on a machine with over 10,000 processor cores. We mention that the proposed algorithms can be extended to other problems, such as fluid-structure interaction problems studied in [3, 42] .
